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Dartford 
Kent 
 

Proposal: Erection of 1502m2 retail store (Class A1) with 79 associated car parking 
spaces 
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Morden 
Surrey 
SM4 5LN 

 
Target Date: 14/02/2012 
 
Parish / Ward: Un-Parished Area Of Dartford / Town 
 
RECOMMENDATION: 
 
Refusal 
 
SITE SPECIFIC POLICY 
 
(1) Adopted Core Strategy 2011 - Priority Area Boundary (Policy CS 2 and Diagram 3); 
Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment (identified for housing). 
 
(2) Adopted Dartford Local Plan 1995 - no site specific policy. 
 
SITE DESCRIPTION 
 
(3) This previously developed site comprises 0.6ha located on the south side of Instone Road.  
To the west is Spring Vale South and the southern boundary adjoins Gordon Road.  Opposite 
and to the north is the Priory Shopping Centre and Sainsbury’s supermarket whereas to the 
east the boundary adjoins residential curtilages and offices. 
 
(4) The site was formerly occupied by a three-storey office block used by Kent Police (a sui 
generis use), with car parking accessed from Instone Road.  The adjoining properties include 
three-storey blocks of flats and two storey houses within Spring Vale South and two storey 
dwellings in Gordon Road. 
 
PROPOSAL 
 
(5) The application seeks permission to redevelop the site including the erection of a 1,502 
square metre retail store within Use Class A1.  The unit is to be occupied by a deep-discount 
foodstore operator.  A revised layout plan shows 79 car parking spaces including 4 disabled 
bays. 
 
(6) The siting of the new retail store will be towards the southern end of the site.  It will be set 
in from the southern and western boundaries by 2m.  The building will be set back 40m from 
the highway, whilst the remaining site coverage will comprise of the car park.  The proposal 



involves utilising the existing vehicular access from Instone Road whilst a secondary 
pedestrian access will be available from the south in Gordon Road. 
 
(7) The building will feature a sales area of 1,063 square metres and a storage area of 270 
square metres.  The main entrance will be on the northern front elevation.  The height of the 
structure, which will feature a sloping aluminium roof, will reach a peak of 8m along its 
northern side, and a minimum of 5.6m on the southern side.  Materials to be used are 
standard for a Lidl store and comprise mainly of ‘alucobond’ above ground floor level.  This is 
light-weight panelling consisting of two aluminium cover sheets heat-bonded to a plastic core.  
At the ground floor, full height glazing will exist along the eastern elevation, whilst white 
render will feature along the northern elevation. 
 
RELEVANT HISTORY 
 
(8) An outline application for the demolition of the former Police Station and the erection of 57 
residential units comprising 21 No. 1 bed flats, 32 No. 2 bed flats and 4 No. 4/3 bedroom 
houses together with associated car parking and cycle provision was approved in June 2010 
(DA/08/00025/OUT).  This followed a resolution by Members to grant permission subject to 
the completion of a section 106 legal agreement in December 2009. 
 
(9) No further submissions were made to clear conditions in connection with this outline 
permission.  It is understood that the applicants purchased the site in February 2011 and 
demolished the police station in August 2011.  Prior approval for its demolition was not 
sought. 
 
COMMENTS FROM ORGANISATIONS 
 
(10) Thames Water: recommends informatives in connection with surface water drainage, 
public sewers and water pressure. 
 
(11) Kent Fire and Rescue Service: the means of access is considered satisfactory. 
 
(12) Environmental Health: suggests conditions relating to noise attenuation, details of plant, 
hours of construction, Construction Method Statement, wheel washing, burning of waste, and 
the storage of waste.  Comments relating to air quality and contaminated land are to follow. 
 
(13) Kent County Council Archaeological Officer: the site lies within an area of Taplow 
Gravels.  These deposits have potential to reveal rare and important Palaeolithic remains 
(stone artefacts) and palaeoenvironmental remains (molluscs, shell, seeds, etc).  For a 
previous application on this site an Archaeological Deskbased Assessment was produced by 
CgMs providing a reasonable account of the baseline archaeological potential.  There is 
potential for prehistoric, Roman and medieval archaeology here and this should be 
considered as part of this application.  Of particular concern is the need to provide a 
geoarchaeological assessment of the Taplow Gravels and their potential for Palaeolithic 
remains.  I note the applicants have undertaken a geotechnical survey but there is no 
geoarchaeological input into this.  There is a need to establish the significance of the Taplow 
Gravels (following guidance of PPS5) and specialist assessment is needed prior to 
determination of this application.  There also needs to be an archaeological impact 
assessment which should provide more clarification on the extent of previous ground 
disturbance.  This would clarify the potential for archaeology to survive on site by comparing 
the extent and depth of possible post medieval quarrying and the disturbance by the police 
station with depth of the gravels and the areas of undisturbed ground.  Early evaluation of the 
presence/absence of archaeological remains would be advisable; the results of which could 
then be used to guide a final design and location of the main building so that preservation in 
situ and avoidance of important archaeology was possible.  The preference is to complete an 
archaeological impact assessment and the geoarchaeological/Palaeolithic specialist 
assessment should be provided prior to a final layout being considered. 
 



(14) Environment Agency: no objection. Suggests conditions in connection with contaminated 
land, piling and informatives in relation to the treatment of waste and the storage of fuels and 
chemicals. 
 
(15) Kent County Council Highways and Transportation: the applicants have undertaken a 
simple transport assessment (TA) with basic modelling of selected junctions.  Traffic 
generation has been estimated from four selected budget supermarkets in the national TRICS 
database.  However, none of these is in the "edge of town centre" category and it is 
suggested that consequently the traffic levels may be somewhat underestimated.  It is noted 
that by adding 3 "edge of town centre" supermarkets to the list of supermarkets used to 
predict traffic for this proposal increases the traffic generation for the AM and PM peak hours 
by almost 11%.  It is also unclear as to whether the amount of parking is appropriate given 
that customers may wish to shop in other Dartford stores whilst parked at Lidl.  In terms of the 
TA pedestrian access routes are in general satisfactory (with the exception of the nearby 
underpass in Spring Vale), cycle access is limited and bus services from the adjacent bus 
stops are primarily west-bound because of the one way system.  In principle, there is no 
objection provided that the applicant provides an appropriate financial contribution toward 
highway infrastructure improvements, in order to mitigate the traffic impact and help 
pedestrian access.  A highways contribution of £297,836 is requested, which is based on the 
same cost per vehicle trip as applies in the recent Lowfield Street application.  The 
contribution would be used primarily for Strategic Transport Infrastructure Programme 
schemes. 
 
NEIGHBOUR NOTIFICATION 
 
(16) The statutory consultation process in connection with the application has resulted in the 
submission of 49 letters in support.  Notably, only 1 has come from within 250m of the subject 
site and in response to the Council’s consultation letter.  The remaining 48 have come from 
beyond 250m of the application site with the majority being submitted in response to the 
applicant’s own public consultation.  There has also been one letter of objection from a 
resident in the adjoining Gordon Road.  The letters of support focus on the following planning 
related matters: 
 
- good design; 
- will give a boost to this side of the town; 
- different type of food store; 
- would bring more people into town; 
- close to bus stops; 
- retail use preferred over residential; 
- will create employment; 
- offers visual improvements; 
- would assist with the regeneration of Dartford; 
- it will promote competition in the area. 
 
(17) The letter of objection relates to the following views: 
 
- parking: Gordon Road will still be used for customer parking; 
- noise impact on residents in Gordon Road; 
- the demolition work by Lidl has created an eyesore; 
- should not be built in a predominantly residential area, which is not part of the town centre. 
 
RELEVANT POLICIES 
 
(18) In the 1995 Adopted Local Plan, following the adoption of the Core Strategy in 
September, the remaining relevant saved policies include: 
 
- B1: general design requirements; 
- B3: incorporation of hard and soft landscaping measures; 
- H12: non-residential proposals in existing housing areas; 
- T19: the relationship of developments to the highway; 



- T21: legal agreements for highway improvements; 
- T23: off-street parking provision; 
- T27: adequate provision for pedestrians. 
 
(19) In the adopted Core Strategy 2011, Policy CS 16 is relevant and seeks to ensure that the 
transport network responds to the pressures of new development.  This includes the 
implementation of a Strategic Transport Infrastructure Programme through the completion of 
section 106 legal agreements.   
 
(20) The site is identified as being within the Priority Area Boundary (as shown in Diagram 3).  
As paragraph 2.12 of the Core Strategy confirms, such areas are identified as broad locations 
for strategic development where the majority of future development in the Borough will take 
place.  The Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment (SHLAA) (an evidence document 
that supports the adopted Core Strategy) identifies this site and confirms that an extant 
permission exists for 57 residential units, features in the housing trajectory, and is confirmed 
as suitable for housing.  Therefore, the site’s location within a Priority Area is based on it 
being developed for housing. 
 
(21) Due to the site being within a Priority Area, Policy CS 2 (Dartford Town Centre) is 
relevant, although it is stressed that the site is not within the adopted Town Centre boundary.  
This policy aims to revitalise Dartford Town Centre and improve its range of attractions and 
environment.  It specifically aims to increase the range and improve the quality of the food, 
comparison shopping and leisure offer.  Policy CS 2, 1b envisages that all new retail and 
leisure development will be contained within the town centre boundary.  
 
(22) Policy CS 2 is linked to the objectives at para 2.18 and requires that planning 
applications for retail development within the town centre demonstrate their contributions to 
meeting those objectives.  Point 6 seeks the consolidation of town centre uses on and 
adjacent to the High Street, improvement of walking connections to the High Street and 
integration of town centre uses between the different parts of the town. The proposal has the 
effect of geographically extending town centre uses, rather than consolidating them. 
 
(23) Policy CS 2, 1d identifies sites within the town centre to meet the identified need and the 
objectives in paragraph 2.18.  The sites include Lowfield Street which has recently been 
granted permission, subject to a S106 agreement, for an anchor store with a significant 
amount of convenience floorspace, as well as comparison floorspace located so as to 
encourage linked trips between the anchor store and the High Street area. 
 
(24) Policy CS 12 (Network of Shopping Centres), Table 3 (Role of Shopping Centres) and 
Table 4 (Shopping Floorspace provision to 2026) is relevant in that Dartford Town centre is 
identified as one of four centres in the Borough which are to be the main foci for shopping.  
Table 4 provides a guideline figure for the town centre of up to 5,000sq m of convenience 
floorspace to 2026.   Applications within the town centre boundary will be judged on (amongst 
others): (a) the potential for the proposal to contribute to the regeneration of the town centre 
and the overall aims of Policy CS 2, and; (b) the ability of the scheme to attract more 
shoppers from the immediate catchment.  It is important to consider the impact that this 
proposal may have on the implementation of this policy.  Implicit in the policy is that retail and 
leisure development will be located within the town centre boundary.  The proposal site lies 
outside the town centre boundary. 
 
(25) The publication of the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) on the 27th March 
2012 has meant that all previous Planning Policy Statements (PPS) and Planning Policy 
Guidance (PPG) notes have been superseded.  Paragraph 23 of the NPPF states that to 
ensure the vitality of town centres, planning policies should be positive, promote competitive 
town centre environments and set out policies for the management and growth of centres 
over the plan period.  Local Planning Authorities should also (amongst others): (i) pursue 
policies to support the viability and vitality of town centres; (ii) promote competitive town 
centres that provide customer choice and a diverse retail offer and which reflect the 
individuality of town centres; (iii) retain and enhance existing markets and, where appropriate, 
re-introduce or create new ones, ensuring that markets remain attractive and competitive; (iv) 



allocate a range of suitable sites to meet the scale and type of retail, etc, needed in town 
centres; (v) allocate appropriate edge of centre sites for town centre uses where suitable town 
centre sites are not available; (vi)recognise that residential development can play an 
important role in ensuring the vitality of centres and set out policies to encourage residential 
development on appropriate sites. 
 
(26) Companion guides to the PPS’s have not been withdrawn and the practice guidance on 
‘Planning for Town Centres, Practice Guide on Need, Impact and Sequential Approach (Dec 
2009) remains relevant.  This offers practical guidance on the balance of judgements to be 
made in cases such as this, according to the circumstances of the case.  Para 3.15 of the 
guide states that in considering edge or out of centre proposals, the positive effects of 
providing choice and competition have to be balanced against the harm to the vitality and 
viability of the town centre, where there is insufficient quantitative need.   
 
DEVELOPMENT CONTROL MANAGER'S COMMENTS 
 
Key Issues 
 
(27) The key issue to be determined at the onset is whether the principle of redeveloping this 
site for retail purposes is acceptable in the context of local and national planning policy given 
the urgent need for regeneration of the town centre through redevelopment and re-use of 
vacant sites/premises within the town centre boundary; the lack of available spending 
capacity in the local area to support further convenience floorspace; and the proposal’s  
location outside the town centre boundary.  Following on from this, it is important to consider 
the detail of the submission, such as the design (including scale and materials), site layout, 
parking provision, traffic generation, impact on neighbouring properties, and impact on the 
street scene. 
 
Location Definition 
 
(28) The NPPF confirms in Annex 2 that edge of centre sites for retail purposes include 
locations that are well connected and up to 300 metres of the primary shopping area.  At the 
present time the Council does not have a defined primary shopping area, so it is difficult to 
say with any certainty that the site is an edge of centre site within the meaning contained in 
the NPPF.  This issue is likely to be addressed in the forthcoming Development Management 
DPD and in the meantime it has been agreed to treat the site as an edge of centre location.  
An Inspector has judged that this site should not fall within the town centre boundary, despite 
a representation from the previous landowner that it should. 
 
(29) In any case, I have doubts about the quality of the connections with the established 
shopping frontages with particular reference to the Priory Shopping Centre and Lowfield 
Street.  In each case it is necessary to cross a busy main road and/or navigate through a 
busy car park, despite being less than 300m away.  In addition, a number of residents in 
support of the application suggest that the scheme would be good for competition, which does 
not necessarily suggest linked trips with other town centre shops will be made, with 
customers choosing the new store over existing supermarkets that exist in the town centre 
(i.e. expenditure within the town centre is more likely to reduce as a result of this store 
opening).  
 
Principle of Retail Use in this location 
 
(30) The applicants claim that the development plan is silent with regards to edge or out of 
centre retail developments, such as this site, and that therefore permission should be granted, 
in accordance with the wording of PPS4, now superseded by the NPPF.  Policies CS 2 and 
CS 12 of the recently adopted Core Strategy must be considered against this proposal for the 
fact that the site is within the Priority Area Boundary as shown in Diagram 3 and because of 
the fact it is immediately adjacent to the town centre.  I therefore do not believe the Core 
Strategy is silent with regards to this site. 
 



(31) Policies CS 2 and CS 12 require planning applications for retail uses within the town 
centre to strengthen the role of the town as a shopping centre.  These policies are clear in 
setting out the Council’s strategy for revitalisation of the town centre through the 
redevelopment, refurbishment or extension of sites/buildings specifically within the town 
centre boundary.  Whilst the current level of vacancies within the town centre exists, there can 
be no case for permitting retail development outside of the town centre.  Sufficient sites are 
identified within the town centre boundary to meet the identified need for retail uses, which 
are or are likely to come forward within the plan period.  The subject site does not conform 
with the intentions of this policy, since it falls outside the boundary.   Policy CS 2, coupled with 
Diagram 3, identifies specific Town Centre sites which are appropriate for retail uses (e.g. 
Lowfield Street, Hythe Street and Kent Road whilst also being supportive of additional retail 
provision at the existing Priory and Orchards shopping centres).  The Core Strategy (Table 4) 
and supporting evidence in the form of the Retail Background Paper establishes no need for 
further convenience floorspace in Dartford Town Centre before 2016, taking into account the 
planned Lowfield Street redevelopment. 
 
(32) The ability to fulfil the aims and objectives of these two recently adopted policies that 
reflect the advice in the recently published NPPF could be undermined should permission be 
granted for this development because it is the very sort of development that these policies 
encourage, but only within the town centre boundary.  Many residents that have written in 
support of the scheme suggesting that retail development in the town centre should not be 
resisted.  That I agree with.  However, (in agreement with the applicants) the site is not within 
the town centre and is instead ‘edge-of-centre’.  It is not the Council’s intention to resist retail 
development outright or even that of a deep-discount retailer, but the Council must ensure 
that the priority for typical town centre developments is within its boundary and that it 
contributes to the town’s vitality and viability.   
 
(33) The location outside the town centre boundary will result in a draw of trade from shops 
that are located within the town centre boundary.  Whilst the NPPF encourages competition, 
this has to be balanced against the impact on the vitality and viability of the town centre as a 
whole.  Trade draw from the major supermarkets which are located within the town centre, will 
reduce footfall within this area, impacting on the smaller and independent stores which rely on 
this custom.  The major stores may continue trading with some loss of trade but smaller and 
independent stores and market stalls will be more seriously affected by even small shifts in 
trade and become unviable.  Loss of trade and reduced footfall in the town centre may also 
impact on investment into the refurbishment of existing town centre premises by both large 
and small companies.  Investment in new development outside of the town centre will 
undermine the potential for investment within the town centre boundary.  Whilst proposals for 
the Lowfield Street redevelopment are well advanced, further investment is needed on the 
Co-op and former Westgate car park sites, amongst others. 
 
(34) In addition the site is specifically identified in the Council’s SHLAA, noting that planning 
permission exists for 57 residential units, confirming that the principle of a residential use for 
this site is acceptable and in accordance with the recently adopted Core Strategy.  The NPPF 
paragraph 47 requires that planning authorities should identify sufficient deliverable sites 
sufficient to provide five years’ worth of housing against their housing requirement, with an 
additional 5% buffer.  The proposed site forms part of the Council’s identified five year 
housing supply and the loss of this site to a non-residential use will undermine the Council’s 
strategy in this respect.  The applicants have not submitted any evidence as to why the site is 
no longer considered suitable for housing. 
 
(35) The following points are therefore material: (i) it is a previously developed site within the 
definition contained within the NPPF; (ii) it is identified as falling within the Priority Area 
Boundary; (iii) it is identified within the SHLAA that was used to inform the recently adopted 
Core Strategy and forms part of the Council’s identified five year housing land supply, and; 
(iv) paragraph 23 of the NPPF states that residential developments can play an important role 
in ensuring the vitality of centres and [Local Planning Authorities should] set out policies to 
encourage residential development on appropriate sites.   
 



(36) I therefore believe there is considerable local and national policy support for a residential 
development at this site.  Members backed such a view in December 2009 when they 
resolved to grant permission subject to the completion of a section 106 legal agreement.  
Again, the point is made that the Core Strategy is not silent with regards to this site.  The 
failure of sites referred to in the SHLAA to be developed for residential purposes could 
eventually mean the aims and objectives of Policies CS 10 (Housing Provision) and CS 11 
(Housing Delivery) are unable to be fully realised. 
 
(37) In summary on this point, retail development outside the town centre boundary has the 
potential to draw trade away from the town centre thereby reducing footfall; undermine the 
viability of businesses within the town centre, particularly small and independent stores and 
market stalls, thereby reducing diversity and the balance between multiples and independents 
within the town centre; divert investment away from the town centre, in particular vacant  sites 
and buildings; and undermine the objective to consolidate retail development within the centre 
in accordance with recently adopted Core Strategy policies.  The site is identified within the 
SHLAA and with the extant permission it is clearly suitable for housing.  Such a development 
will contribute to the implementation of housing policies and enhance the vitality of the town 
centre.  As such, I am of the view that there are clear policy objections to a retail development 
in a location such as this. 
 
Quantitative and Qualitative Need 
 
(38) The last version of PPS4 (published December 2009) removed the requirement for 
applicants for retail development to demonstrate a need for their proposal, and this stance 
has been carried forward into the new NPPF.  Historically, this involved a quantitative 
examination of actual and potential surplus expenditure within a defined catchment, relative to 
the anticipated turnover of a development.  Qualitative considerations were also relevant 
though ancillary.  However, an assessment of both types of need does still remain a 
requirement of local planning authorities. 
 
(39) Paragraph 161 of the NPPF advises that LPA’s should have a clear understanding of the 
business needs and that this evidence base should (amongst others) be used to assess the 
needs for land or floorspace for economic development, including both the quantitative and 
qualitative needs for all foreseeable types of economic activity over the plan period, including 
for retail development.   The LPA have completed this (and only very recently) to support the 
now adopted Core Strategy.  The Council’s Retail Study showed that there was limited 
quantitative need for convenience floorspace, even allowing for the increased market share 
that would be drawn to the town centre as a result of the development of an anchor store.  An 
anchor store is now being brought forward at Lowfield Street and the study indicates that this 
will take up the remaining identified spending capacity on food within the study area. 
 
(40) It has been accepted by the applicant’s consultants that there is no quantitative need for 
their proposed store and that the Council have ably demonstrated compliance with PPS4 (and 
now the NPPF) on this point having defined the boundary of the town centre and then 
allocated sufficient suitable sites to meet the scale and type of retail need in full within this 
boundary. 
 
(41) The guidance also requires authorities to allocate appropriate edge of centre sites only 
where suitable and viable town centre sites are not available.  In Dartford’s case, sufficient 
town centre sites have been identified as being available to meet the level of identified need.   
There is, therefore, no requirement to identify edge-of-centre or out-of-centre sites, or to 
approve planning applications for edge-of-centre or out-of-centre stores in such 
circumstances.  With a recently adopted and up-to-date Core Strategy, the Council has a 
strong mandate to seek the compliance of developers in working with the Council to achieve 
its town centre objectives.  As such, there is no quantitative need for further retail 
development sites to come forward in the town, which also means the same for edge and out 
of centre locations. 
 
(42) In terms of the detail on this point, the Council’s Retail Background Paper (2011) to the 
Core Strategy identifies a need for up to 3,418 square metres net convenience floorspace at 



2016 and up to 5,000 square metres to 2026 to provide the critical mass to help regenerate 
the town centre.  The retail development at Lowfield Street, which has planning permission 
subject to the completion of a section 106 legal agreement, provides for 3,414 square metres 
and should be completed by 2016.  Further sufficient sites have been identified in preferred 
locations within the centre to meet the balance over the plan period.  Given the Lowfield 
Street consent there is no quantitative need for additional convenience floorspace.  To 
suggest otherwise would be questioning the validity of the Retail Study which was used to 
inform the Retail Background Paper, and which has been approved as an evidence base 
document to support policies in the Core Strategy, only adopted 7 months ago. 
 
(43) The applicants do, however, argue that there is a qualitative need for their proposals.  
They argue that there is an insufficient range of choice in Dartford and that the proposal 
would add to the range at the lower price end.   
 
(44) Since the development would result in floorspace capacity which is not supported by 
available spending levels in the area, it would be likely to draw expenditure away from 
existing low priced retailers in the centre, such as market food stalls, small independent 
shops, Iceland and the 99p Stores, where it is anticipated approximately 200 square metres 
out of its total floorspace of 500 square metres in its new larger store in the Priory Centre will 
be dedicated to convenience goods (this estimated proportion is based on the existing store).  
The benefits of increased consumer choice provided by the proposal would be offset by the 
impact on these existing traders within the town centre.  Adverse impacts on these stores and 
stalls would result in a loss of individuality and a reduction in the diversity of the town centre, 
contrary to the requirements of the NPPF (paragraph 23).  The government’s Practice 
Guidance is particularly relevant in this respect, cautioning against increased choice where 
there is insufficient quantitative need, with the prospect of undermining the vitality and viability 
of a town centre and investment in it. 
 
(45) In addition, paragraph 23 of the NPPF is clear that local authorities should retain and 
enhance existing markets and, where appropriate, create new ones, ensuring that markets 
remain attractive and competitive.  I understand that the Council will be introducing a new 
general market on Sunday.  The proposed store may have a negative impact on existing and 
future markets, pulling trade away from the town centre, contrary to the NPPF. 
 
(46) Moreover, given its size, it is unrealistic for the town centre to accommodate the full 
range of all convenience and comparison retailers.  With the forthcoming Tesco store being 
developed, the town centre will provide a wide choice in convenience goods.  The further 
choice and range which may be provided by the proposed store does not outweigh or 
override the Council’s objectives for regeneration of the town centre, which would be harmed 
by this proposal.  It is therefore considered that the qualitative need for a retail unit in this 
location has not been sufficiently demonstrated based on the above and the Council’s recent 
Retail Study.   Specifically, paragraph 7.64 of the study states that 'there is a qualitative need 
for a new foodstore in Dartford town centre, which will increase choice, competition and 
diversity, and if appropriately planned, could act as a catalyst for the regeneration of the town 
centre.'  It is considered that the Lowfield Street development will help achieve these 
objectives.  In addition, paragraph 7.67 says 'overall, we recommend that Dartford town 
centre should be the Council’s preferred location for a new foodstore, but we do not consider 
that there is a need for the Council to identify sites to accommodate additional capacity over 
and above a new anchor store in Dartford town centre over the plan period [to 2026].'  The 
study does not say there will be any further qualitative need up to 2026, yet the applicants 
believe otherwise and only 7 months after the Core Strategy was adopted. Even in the event 
that the qualitative need for a store of this type does exist, this need would be outweighed by 
the negative impacts on the town centre in these specific circumstances. 
  
(47) The NPPF does not require applicants to demonstrate need for retail developments, with 
such responsibility being firmly with the LPA in support of plan making and development of a 
town centre strategy.  This work has been carried out and was only approved by a Planning 
Inspector in September 2011 when the Core Strategy was approved.  The applicants are 
therefore choosing to question the validity of the Council’s Retail Study.  Since it is an 
evidence base document that supports a policy that was only adopted 7 months ago, I do not 



believe it is appropriate to revisit the study and I am therefore of the view that there is no 
demonstrated need for this store in this location. 
 
Retail Assessment 
 
(48) Although one has been submitted, the applicants have since accepted that there is no 
requirement for the submission of a retail impact assessment in accordance with the NPPF, 
which carries forward the triggers set out in PPS4, specifically that one should be submitted 
where it involves the creation of at least 2,500 sq m of retail floorspace where no locally set 
threshold is set.  In this particular circumstance the proposal involves the creation of 1,500 sq 
m of floorspace and, although one was requested as part of the Council’s pre-application 
response this was at a time when a Supplementary Planning Document (SPD) relating to the 
town centre may have set such a local requirement.  However, this document remains 
outstanding. 
 
(49) Notwithstanding this, the submitted retail impact assessment, which is based on the 
Council’s Retail Study and more recent data on convenience goods turnover growth rates.  
The original document took no account of the combined impact of the Tesco development 
and the proposed store.  PPS4, and subsequently paragraph 26 of the NPPF, makes clear 
that such an assessment should consider the impact of the proposal on existing and 
committed public and private investment in a centre.  The submitted assessment then goes 
on to assess the cumulative impact of the redevelopment of the Co-op store, yet this 
permission expired a few months before the subject application was submitted.  There is 
therefore no need to take into account an expired permission, and no justification for not 
taking into account the Tesco development in their retail impact assessment. 
 
(50) Subsequent to this, the applicant’s consultants have submitted additional data in an 
attempt to prove that the store would not have a significant adverse impact on the town 
centre.  The data used was from the Council’s own Retail Study.  The tables and figures have 
been reworked by Planning Policy and this has realised a number of discrepancies in the data 
presented.  At the time of writing this report, clarification is awaited with regards to a number 
of matters. 
 
(51) In essence, what has been confirmed is that 85% of the expected trade at the new store 
(£2.295m based on the store’s assessment of turnover at 2016) would be taken solely from 
Sainsbury’s, Tesco, Waitrose, M&S and Iceland.  This does not suggest to me that this 
proposal will have a positive impact on the town centre.  Rather, it proves that it will attract 
trade from the town centre resulting in the loss/diversion of footfall from within the town centre 
to an edge of centre location.   
 
(52) It also reduces the weight I can give to a key argument in the applicant’s case that a 
deep-discounter offers a different kind of supermarket in Dartford when such a high proportion 
of their expected trade will come from existing town centre supermarkets that are not deep-
discount retailers.  This is further evidence of there being no qualitative need in this location.  
This finding concurs with the view of many residents that are in support of the application 
specifically that the store would increase competition amongst the existing supermarkets 
rather than introduce a new type of supermarket to the area, and whilst competition is not 
discouraged by any planning policy, the concern of the Council should be that expenditure is 
being removed from within the town centre. 
 
(53) Whilst I accept that in monetary terms this may be a relatively modest reduction in trade 
for these supermarkets, I note that there are no figures provided in terms of the impact on 
‘other’ food retailers which exist in the town centre, including the more specialist food retailers 
and the markets.  In any case, based on the figures provided at this stage, it is fair to assume 
that if the existing larger town centre food stores will be negatively impacted upon then so too 
will the smaller independent traders and markets and possibly to a far greater extent, 
proportionately. 
 



(54) By contrast, I consider it is fair to assume that a residential use on this site, which 
features in the SHLAA and has an extant planning permission for flats, is likely to increase 
expenditure in the town centre, in accordance with point 9 of paragraph 23 of the NPPF. 
 
Sequential Assessment 
 
(55) In accordance with paragraph 24 of the NPPF, LPA’s should apply a sequential test to 
planning applications for main town centre uses that are not in an existing centre and are not 
in accordance with an up-to-date Local Plan.  This follows the principles set out in the last 
version of PPS4.  Whilst one was required as part of the Council’s pre-application response, 
this was because the proposal was considered to be contrary to the Core Strategy.  The 
applicants deny that a sequential assessment has been submitted on the grounds that they 
accept it is contrary to the Core Strategy.  I am also not convinced that the onus is on the 
applicants to submit a sequential assessment in any case, with the wording in the NPPF 
specifically making the LPA responsible, much like the quantitative and qualitative need.  I 
therefore question why the applicants have submitted one. 
 
(56) In any case, paragraph 24 of the NPPF makes clear that where a sequential assessment 
is required, planning authorities should require applications for main town centre uses to be 
located in town centres, then in edge of centre locations.  I have already explained that there 
is no need for additional convenience floorspace before 2016 in light of the Council’s recent 
Retail Study.  The sequential assessment submitted by the applicants therefore questions the 
validity of the Council’s Retail Study, and I must emphasise again that this has only been 
approved as an evidence base document in support of a Local policy just 7 months ago.  It 
can hardly be considered inaccurate or out of date. 
 
(57) My considerations of the content of the assessment are as follows: 
 
(58) Firstly, in paragraph 7.17, the applicants list their specific operational requirements.  
Some of these, such as a dedicated, directly accessible, free car park and a single storey 
sales area are not always guaranteed in the town centre and in my view such circumstances 
would seem more characteristic of an edge or out of centre location, such as the subject one.  
Certainly local examples suggest this to be the case with Charlton, Thamesmead, Gravesend, 
Welling and Foots Cray all not featuring within primary shopping areas.  There is therefore 
concern that paragraph 24 of the NPPF (which requires that applicants demonstrate flexibility 
in respect of format and scale) has not been, and possibly cannot be, complied with.  Such an 
issue is considered in more detail later. 
 
(59) That said, the assessment does make clear that in considering alternative town centre 
sites, sites of at least 1,000 square metres have been considered (500 square metres less 
than the proposed store).  The 9 alternative town centre sites include: (i) Westgate car park; 
(ii) former Co-op, Hythe Street; (iii) Orchards Centre Car Park; (iv) Orchards Centre; (v) 
Lowfield Street; (vi) Kwik Fit and adjoining site at Tolley and Littlewood; (vii) GSK site; (viii) 
22-26 Spital Street (former Courts site), and; (ix) Wickes.  The applicant’s state that sites of at 
least 0.5ha have been considered to take account of their requirement in respect of dedicated 
car parking, albeit I consider that such a requirement is not conducive to a town centre 
environment.  Whilst the applicants have reduced the store size by 33%, the overall size of 
the alternative sites that the applicants have assessed has only been reduced from 0.6ha to 
0.5ha (or 17%).  Yet smaller sites still appear in the assessment. 
 
(60) In any case, I have assessed each of these sites below: 
 
(61) Westgate Car Park: although initially stating that the site was 0.8ha, upon querying this, a 
further letter from the applicant’s consultants suggests that the site is actually 0.3ha, 
therefore, in accordance with their scope for alternative sites, it should not have been 
included in the sequential assessment and is considered too small for their operations. 
 
(62) Former Co-op: this is a 0.8ha site and was previously pursued by the applicants in 2010.  
An offer was made at this time but this was considered insufficient by the Co-op.  As the site 
was available on the market for a number of years, sales price expectations have latterly 



dropped.  It is unclear why a subsequent and more recent approach was not made to the Co-
op, particularly following pre-application discussions, when the applicants were advised that 
the site outside the town centre was contrary to the Council’s strategy.  The former food retail 
unit at the Co-op is also lawful, hence, the applicants could occupy this without needing 
planning permission.  The applicants have responded on this point by stating that even if the 
landowners agreed to a lease, significant capital would still be required in terms of 
refurbishment, hence this option has also been considered unviable.  The Council has not 
been given any evidence to substantiate this.  
 
(63) Orchards Centre Car Park: this 0.49ha car park is currently in use and is therefore 
unavailable.  A scheme involving the extension of the Orchards Centre with replacement 
parking does not appear to have been considered or discussed with the centre’s 
management.   
 
(64) Orchards Shopping Centre: the applicants state that there are no vacant units within the 
centre itself of sufficient size and that even combining two of the largest would only equate to 
466 sq m.  The applicants did express an interest in Waitrose which is the only unit of suitable 
size but no response was received.  The applicants therefore consider the site to be 
unsuitable.  However, there is no evidence that the applicants have engaged with the centre 
management to explore wider internal reconfiguration and amalgamation of units within the 
centre.   
 
(65) Lowfield Street: the applicants state that it would not be possible to locate within the 
Tesco development. 
 
(66) Kwik Fit and adjoining site at Tolley and Littlewood: this measures approximately 0.22ha.  
Whilst Kwik Fit were prepared to enter into discussions, the latter owners were not and the 
Kwik Fit site is considered too small on its own.  The site opposite Kwik Fit, Tolley and 
Littlewood has not been considered, which is similar in size.  There is also the possibility that 
this could use the Westgate car park site as well which was not referred to.  However, the 
applicants have subsequently chosen to rule this site out simply on the basis that it is too 
small, which raises the question as to why the Kwik Fit/Tolley and Littlewood site were 
considered given their similar size. 
 
(67) GSK site: this is not a town centre location, hence I do not consider it to be relevant. 
 
(68) 22-26 Spital Street: this site is said to be 0.13ha in size.  Again, based on the applicants 
minimum size requirements I would question the need for including it in the sequential 
assessment, and with no space for car parking, it is stated that the site is unsuitable. 
 
(69) Wickes: this site is said to be 0.94ha in size.  The applicants note that the site is 
occupied by Wickes, who have a lease until at least 2017, and is therefore unavailable. 
 
(70) In summary, whilst many of these sites do not meet the applicant’s criteria, it is 
considered that the applicant has not shown flexibility or carefully considered the potential of 
alternative sites within the town centre.  There is no evidence of recent engagement of the 
applicant with the management or owners of these sites to establish whether a viable scheme 
could be brought forward.  Sites including the former Co-op site, the Westgate Road car park 
site in amalgamation with other sites, reconfiguration/refurbishment at the Orchard centre are 
all town centre sites which are currently vacant or contain vacant units.  These sites would 
support the Council’s strategy for the regeneration of the town centre, in contrast to the 
proposal site.  I therefore take the view that a flexibility and willingness to locate within the 
town centre has not been shown by the sequential assessment.  As such the proposal is 
contrary to the NPPF. 
 
Operational Requirements of applicants 
 
(71) As above, I have queried whether the operational requirements of the applicants mean 
that they are suited to town centre sites. 
 



(72) The applicant’s retail consultants have subsequently referred to a number of their 
existing stores that they consider being in a town centre.  Following discussions with the 
relevant planning authorities, out of the 9 examples provided, 4 were not in the primary 
shopping frontage (Catford, Mitcham and Clapham, Streatham) and out of the remaining 5 
that were in the primary shopping frontage, 2 took over from previous retail operators 
(Beckenham and Wallington), 1 (Woolwich) is a mixed use development with a car park 
serving all uses, 1 (Eltham) is a 3 storey unit (where non-retail is likely to occupy the upper 
floors) and 1 (Morden) is a combined development with Iceland. 
 
(73) A number of their town centre operations appear to be mixed developments with other 
partners or occupation of existing retail stores within town centres.  Indeed, in February 2012, 
the applicants were advertising for partners in connection with a mixed use development in 
Brent comprising of retail at the ground floor, offices at the first floor and 55 residential units 
on the 2nd to 10th floors.  The applicants also own a site in Lee High Road that is part of a 
mixed use development comprising of retail and 57 residential units.   
 
(74) As such, I question why, in the case of Dartford Town Centre there has been an 
unwillingness on the part of the applicant to consider mixed use development in the town 
centre, which is of course encouraged in Local and National town centre policy and in the 
government’s Practice Guidance.  The evidence suggests that the applicants are prepared to 
enter into partnerships for mixed-use development elsewhere.  In considering the above and 
the operational requirements of the applicants as set out in the Planning and Retail 
Statement, I am unconvinced by the willingness of the applicants to locate in the town centre 
and to demonstrate flexibility with regard to format, which again, is contrary to the NPPF. 
 
Design 
 
(75) Saved Policy B1 from the adopted Local Plan states that a high standard of design will 
be required in all development proposals with materials of high quality and appearance being 
used.  Several references are made in the NPPF to the requirement of good design, but it is 
specifically considered in chapter 7.  Paragraph 60 states that it is proper to seek to promote 
or reinforce local distinctiveness.  Paragraph 61 goes on to state that decisions should 
address the integration of new development into the natural, built and historic environment, 
whilst paragraph 64 states that permission should be refused for development of poor design 
that fails to take the opportunities available for improving the character and quality of an area 
and the way it functions. 
 
(76) The applicants accept that the design and materials to be used can be considered 
standard for a Lidl store.  The materials comprise a mix of grey metal cladding, glazing and 
white render.  These are materials that are not commonplace on this side of Instone Road, 
which is fundamentally different in character compared with the northern side.  Here, 
surrounding buildings consist of brick and standard tiled roofs.  Even on the opposite side 
within the town centre boundary, the Sainsbury’s supermarket consists of a brick finish on its 
side as well as brick piers and louvers to break up the dominance of the cladding, which is 
white, not grey.  The adjacent Priory Shopping Centre almost entirely comprises of a brick 
finish, whilst the demolished police station also consisted of a brick finish. 
 
(77) In my opinion, the design and choice of materials do little to “improve the character and 
quality of the area,” contrary to the NPPF, whilst I take the view that as an infill development it 
does not use materials which are sympathetic to their surroundings or which complements 
materials used in adjacent and prominent buildings in the street scene, contrary to adopted 
Local Plan policy B1(c).  The proposed materials, whilst not doubting their quality, are more 
akin to a retail park and as such I consider they are unsuitable on a site such as this. 
 
(78) I raise no objections to the proposed scale, which would appear to consist of a peak 
height similar to the previous police station and less than the indicative plans showed that 
were the subject of the previous application for residential units. 
  
Site Layout and Impact on the Street Scene 
 



(79) With the unit being set back 40m from the highway, it would fail to provide an active 
frontage along Instone Road, which is not desirable.  However, the applicants argue that the 
layout as proposed cannot be improved upon taking into account considerations such as the 
nature of the proposal, the shape of the site and security.  I accept this argument and 
therefore raise no further issues on the layout of the site. 
 
(80) Although, such is the parking layout, there will be limited space for landscaping I consider 
that a suitably worded condition could still be effective in addressing the fact that there will be 
no active frontage, whilst also providing some screening of the expanse of hardstanding that 
will occupy a large proportion of the site. 
 
Parking Provision 
 
(81) Kent County Council Highways and Transportation previously raised concerns that 
parking provision may be inadequate.  The applicants state in subsequent correspondence 
that because of, in their view, the high potential for linked trips with the town centre, the car 
park will be controlled by an Automatic Number Plate Recognition system which will restrict 
the maximum stay on site to 90 minutes.  This, they consider, will prevent customers from 
abusing the car park for extended period of time.  The applicants have also amended the site 
plan to show 4 additional spaces taking the total to 79, which is just within Kent County 
Council’s maximum of 83 for a food store such as this.  With such a provision and controls 
being implemented I do not believe that there are grounds for refusing the submission in 
connection with a lack of parking.  However, I am concerned that the restriction on maximum 
stay time to 90 minutes, whilst addressing the issues of parking demand, will undermine the 
potential for customers to the store to make linked trips into the town centre.  This further 
underlines the potential negative impacts of the store in drawing trade and footfall away from 
the town centre. 
 
Traffic Generation 
 
(82) Since the submission of the initial transport assessment, additional information has been 
submitted to address the matters raised in KCC’s initial highways response.  It is therefore 
understood that the only outstanding highways matter relates to the issue of an appropriate 
financial contribution toward highway infrastructure improvements and as noted in their 
consultation response, KCC are requesting a sum of £297,836, which is based on the same 
cost per vehicle trip as applies in the proposal for the redevelopment of Lowfield Street. 
 
(83) Although the applicants have accepted the principle of a contribution toward town centre 
infrastructure in accordance with Policy CS 16 of the Core Strategy, at the time of writing this 
report they consider that inadequate supporting information has been provided to justify the 
sum of £297,836 as requested by Kent County Council’s Highways and Transportation 
section. 
 
(84) KCC have attempted to respond to this point.  The contributions from the Lowfield Street 
development were initially worked out using a VISSIM model.  This work identified that the 
additional traffic due to this development would represent about one third of the expected 
growth due to the new development proposals within the town centre that were known at that 
time.  This was then used as a basis for negotiations with the developer, which resulted in 
outline planning permission being granted (subject to a s106) with a Fastrack bus contribution 
up to a maximum of £900,000 plus a set of “works in kind” that included the full widening of 
Lowfield Street north and south of the site access from Market Street to Princes Road, and 
UTC/UTMC works around the town.  These latter works are currently the subject of ongoing 
discussions, as all parties are now progressing towards the completion of the s106. 
 
(85) In coming to the figure for this proposal, KCC compared the evening peak hour trip 
generation for the proposed site against that of the Lowfield Street proposal.  KCC consider 
that because the Lowfield Street contribution and “works in kind” are being determined partly 
through microsimulation model work on its traffic impact and partly by ongoing negotiation, it 
is considered to be inappropriate for KCC to be more specific on the estimated costs of 
various elements until the legal agreement has been finalised.  That said, KCC have invited 



the applicant’s transport consultant to use the VISSIM model and assess the impact of the 
proposed store on top of the predictions for the commitments in the town centre and it is 
believe that the impact of the proposed store may then be calculated more directly.  However, 
KCC warn that this approach may result in the expected impact being greater and that further 
capacity improvements or traffic management measures should be sought, ultimately 
meaning the contribution should be greater than the £297,836 currently requested. 
 
(86) It seems to me that the approach taken by KCC is fair and reasonable, and although I 
expect further discussions to take place on this topic in the run up to the Development Control 
Board meeting, based on the adopted policies and justification set out by KCC, the inability of 
the applicants to commit to a fixed contribution at this point in time does, in my view, result in 
a valid reason to refuse the submission. 
 
Impact on Neighbouring Properties 
 
(87) Having offered a positive view on the scale of the development, it is also important to 
consider the amenity impact the development may have on neighbouring residential 
properties. 
 
(88) The proposed building will feature a sloping roof that decreases in height from north to 
south, which is the boundary that is shared with the rear of houses in Gordon Road.  The rear 
fences are separated by a private access road, and in considering this relationship, I believe 
that the building will be acceptable not result in any undue overbearing effect or loss of 
daylight. 
 
(89) Spring Vale South runs parallel with the western boundary of the application site and is 
on higher ground.  With a separating distance of 7m between the front of houses on the 
western side of this road and taking into account the topography I consider that there unlikely 
to be any significant amenity impact on the occupants of these dwellings.  On the eastern 
side, the car park will continue into the south eastern corner adjoining further houses that 
front Gordon Road.  I have no concerns with this relationship either. 
 
Other Issues 
 
(90) My attention has been drawn to several appeal decisions, but no one case appears to be 
similar to this one in respect of its key characteristics, i.e. (i) it is an edge-of-centre location; 
(ii) it is has been determined in light of PPS4 or the NPPF; (iii) it has been assessed based on 
an up-to-date local plan; (iv) no need has been demonstrated by the LPA; (v) the site is 
identified as suitable for housing in the Council’s SHLAA. 
 
(91) The Secretary of State wrote to Local Planning Authorities in 2010 informing them of the 
Government’s intention to abolish Regional Strategies in the Localism Act and that he 
expected them to have regard to this as a material consideration in planning decisions. The 
Localism Act 2011 provides that the Regional Strategies may be revoked by a development 
order.  To date, no such order has been issued but it is expected sometime this year. 
 
(92) In my view, the policies in the South East Plan would have no material relevance in this 
case as the decision is of limited scale and impact in the regional context and the Council can 
rely on local statutory development plan policy alone. I am also mindful of the intention to 
revoke the Plan in due course and for this reason, I give it little weight. 
  
HUMAN RIGHTS IMPLICATIONS 
 
(93) I have considered the application in the light of the Human Rights Act 1998.  I am 
satisfied that my analysis of the issues in this case and my consequent recommendation are 
compatible with the Act.  
 
CONCLUSION 
 



(94) The recently published NPPF has reinforced the Government’s desire to improve the 
vitality and viability of the town centre.  The sequential assessment, retail impact assessment 
and an assessment of both the qualitative and quantitative needs for this store have been 
submitted in support of the application. 
 
(95) The applicants have sought to challenge the validity of the Council’s recent Retail Study 
and associated assessments and with the Core Strategy being adopted only 7 months ago, I 
do not consider their challenge to be reasonable and in any case the assessments submitted 
have been dismissed for the reasons stated.   
 
(96) Overall, in terms of retail impact, the information submitted has failed to convince me that 
there is a qualitative need for this type of store outside of the town centre.  It also confirms 
that expenditure will be taken away from the town centre affecting existing supermarkets and 
other town centre retail offerings.  The proposal is therefore unlikely to have a positive impact 
on the vitality and viability of the town centre given its location on the edge.   
 
(97) In addition, I am unconvinced by the standard design and choice of materials, which, in 
my view, fail to improve the character and quality of the area.  The site is also identified as 
being suitable for housing, which is a use that is far more likely to have a positive impact on 
the town centre and is not in conflict with the recently adopted Core Strategy.  Finally, the 
applicant has not committed to paying an appropriate level of financial contributions for 
improvements to the highway.  I therefore recommend that the application is refused for the 
reasons set out below. 
 
RECOMMENDATION: 
 
Refusal 
 
01 The Local Planning Authority is of the opinion that the proposal would adversely impact 

the vitality and viability of Dartford Town Centre given the site’s edge-of-centre location 
and will undermine the Council’s strategy for the regeneration of the town centre.  In 
this location and with a demonstrated lack of need, trade and footfall will be drawn 
away from the town centre and will undermine investment in the centre.  The extent of 
linked trips with the town centre arising from the proposal is unlikely to compensate for 
this.  The proposal is therefore considered to be contrary to Policies CS 2 and CS 12 of 
the adopted Core Strategy 2011.  The proposal is also contrary to the National 
Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) in that it will not support the vitality and viability of 
Dartford Town Centre. 

 
02 Contrary to the NPPF, the applicant has failed to demonstrate flexibility on the format of 

the proposals or a willingness to engage with landowners/managers on alternative 
sites.  There is little evidence that sites which would support the Council’s strategy for 
revitalisation of the town centre have been given proper consideration. 

 
03 The site is identified in the Council’s Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment 

(SHLAA) as being a suitable previously developed site for housing and benefits from an 
extant planning permission for flats that is compliant with the Council’s adopted Core 
Strategy 2011.  It forms part of the five year supply of deliverable sites.  The site is also 
identified as falling within a Priority Area based on it being developed for housing.  
Unlike a retail use, residential development in this location is likely to improve the 
vitality and viability of the town centre in accordance with the NPPF and the approval of 
alternative developments on sites identified in the SHLAA and Priority Area could result 
in the Council’s failure to fulfil its housing delivery targets and successfully implement 
policies CS 2 and CS 10 (point 1).  There is therefore policy support for the 
development of this site for housing. 

 
04 The proposal is of a poor design, whilst the choice of materials is out of keeping with 

the area.  As such, the proposal does little to improve the character and quality of the 
area, contrary to the NPPF and Policy B1(c) of the adopted Local Plan 1995. 

 



05 The applicant has failed to commit to an appropriate level of financial contributions 
towards town centre infrastructure, as required by Policy CS 16 of the adopted Core 
Strategy 2011. 
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